The classification techniques treated in Chap. 8 all require the availability of labelled training data with which the parameters of the respective class models are estimated. As a result, they are called supervised techniques because, in a sense, the analyst supervises an algorithm's learning about those parameters. Sometimes labelled training data is not available and yet it would still be of interest to convert remote sensing image data into a thematic map of labels. Such an approach is called unsupervised classification since the analyst, in principle, takes no part in an algorithm's learning process. Several methods are available for unsupervised learning. Perhaps the most common in remote sensing is based on the use of clustering algorithms, which seek to identify pixels in an image that are spectrally similar. That is one of the applications of clustering treated in this chapter.
Clustering techniques find other applications in remote sensing, particularly in resolving sets of Gaussian modes (single multivariate normal distributions) in image data before the Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier can be used successfully. This is necessary since each class has to be modelled by a single normal probability distribution, as discussed in Chap. 8. If a class happens to be multimodal, and that is not resolved, then the modelling will not be very effective. Users of remotely sensed data can only specify the information classes. Occasionally it might be possible to guess the number of spectral classes in a given information class but, in general, the user would have little idea of the number of distinct unimodal groups into which the data falls in spectral space. Gaussian mixture modelling can be used for that purpose (Sect. 8.4) but the complexity of estimating simultaneously the number of Gaussian components, and their parameters, can make that approach difficult to use. Clustering procedures are practical alternatives and have been used in many fields to enable inherent data structures to be determined.
There are many clustering methods. In this chapter only those commonly employed with remote sensing data are treated.
Similarity Metrics and Clustering Criteria
In clustering we try to identify groups of pixels because they are somehow similar to each other. The only real attributes that we can use to check similarity are the spectral measurements recorded by the sensor used to acquire the data. 1 Here, therefore, clustering will imply a grouping of pixels in the spectral domain. Pixels belonging to a particular cluster will be spectrally similar. In order to quantify their spectral proximity it is necessary to devise a measure of similarity. Many similarity measures, or metrics, have been proposed but those used commonly in clustering procedures are usually simple distance measures in spectral space. The most frequently encountered are Euclidean distanceðL 2 Þ and the city block or Manhattan ðL 1 Þ distance. If x 1 and x 2 are the measurement vectors of two pixels whose similarity is to be checked then the Euclidean distance between them is
where N is the number of spectral components. The city block ðL 1 Þ distance between the pixels is just the accumulated difference along each spectral dimension, similar to walking between two locations in a city laid out on a rectangular street grid. It is given by
Clearly the latter is faster to compute but questions must be raised as to how spectrally similar all the pixels within a given L 1 distance of each other will be. The Euclidean and city block distance measures are two special cases of the Minkowski
When p = 1 we have the city block distance, while when p = 2 we have Euclidean distance.
By using a distance measure it should be possible to determine clusters in data. Often there can be several acceptable clusters assignments, as illustrated in Fig. 9 .1, so that once a candidate clustering has been identified it is desirable to have a means by which the ''quality'' of that clustering can be measured. The availability of such a measure should allow one cluster assignment of the data to be chosen over all others.
A common clustering criterion, or quality indicator, is the sum of squared error SSE ð Þ measure; when based on Euclidean distance it is defined as
in which m i is the mean vector of the i th cluster and x 2 C i is a pixel assigned to that cluster. The inner sum computes the aggregated distance squared of all the pixels in the cluster to the respective cluster mean, while the outer sum adds the results over all the clusters. It will be small for tightly grouped clusters and large otherwise, thereby allowing an assessment of the quality of clustering.
Note that SSE has a theoretical minimum of zero, which corresponds to all clusters containing a single data point. As a result, if an iterative method is used to seek the natural clusters or spectral classes in a set of data then it has a guaranteed termination point, at least in principle. In practice it may be too expensive to allow natural termination. Instead, iterative procedures are often stopped when an acceptable degree of clustering has been achieved.
It is possible now to consider the implementation of an actual clustering algorithm. While it should depend on finding the clustering that minimises SSE that is impracticable since it requires the calculation of an enormous number of values of SSE to evaluate all candidate clusterings. For example, there are approximately C K =K! ways of placing K pixel vectors into C clusters 3 ; that will be an enormous number for any practical image size. Rather than embark on such a rigorous and computationally expensive approach the heuristic procedure of the following section is usually adopted in practice.
k Means Clustering
The k means clustering method, also called migrating means and iterative optimisation, is one of the most common approaches used in image analysis applications. With certain refinements it becomes the Isodata technique treated in the next section.
The k means approach requires an initial assignment of the available measurement vectors into a user-specified number of clusters, with arbitrarily specified initial cluster centres that are represented by the means of the pixel vectors assigned to them. This will generate a very crude set of clusters. The pixel vectors are then reassigned to the cluster with the closest mean, and the means are recomputed. The process is repeated as many times as necessary such that there is no further movement of pixels between clusters. In practice, with large data sets, the process is not run to completion and some other stopping rule is used, as discussed in the following. The SSE measure progressively reduces with iteration as will be seen in the example to follow.
The k Means Algorithm
The k means or iterative optimisation algorithm is implemented in the following steps.
1. Select a value for C; the number of clusters into which the pixels are to be grouped. 4 This requires some feel beforehand as to the number of clusters that might naturally represent the image data set. Depending on the reason for using clustering some guidelines are available (see Sect. 11.4.2). 2. Initialise cluster generation by selecting C points in spectral space to serve as candidate cluster centres. Call thesê
In principle the choice of them c at this stage is arbitrary with the exception that no two can be the same. To avoid anomalous cluster generation with unusual data sets it is generally best to space the initial cluster centres uniformly over the data (see Sect. 9.5). That can also aid convergence. 3. Assign each pixel vector x to the candidate cluster of the nearest mean using an appropriate distance metric in the spectral domain between the pixel and the cluster means. Euclidean distance is commonly used. That generates a cluster of pixel vectors about each candidate cluster mean. This process is illustrated with a simple two dimensional data set in Fig. 9 .2.
Isodata Clustering
The Isodata clustering algorithm 5 builds on the k means approach by introducing a number of checks on the clusters formed, either during or at the end of the iterative assignment process. Those checks relate to the number of pixels assigned to clusters and their shapes in the spectral domain.
Merging and Deleting Clusters
At any suitable stage clusters can be examined to see whether:
(a) any contain so few points as to be meaningless; for example if the statistical distributions of pixels within clusters are important, as they might be when clustering is used as a pre-processing operation for maximum likelihood classification (see Sect. 11.3.4) , sufficient pixels per cluster must be available to generate reliable mean and covariance estimates; (b) any are so close together that they represent an unnecessary or inappropriate division of the data, in which case they should be merged.
In view of the material of Sect. 8.3.6 a guideline exists for (a). A cluster cannot reliably be modelled by a multivariate normal distribution unless it contains about 10N members, where N is the number of spectral components. Decisions in (b) Fig. 9 .2 Illustration of clustering with the k means, or iterative optimisation, algorithm, showing a progressive reduction in SSE; also shown is how the cluster means migrate during the process about when to merge adjacent clusters can be made by assessing how similar they are spectrally. Similarity can be assessed simply by the distance between them in the spectral domain, although more sophisticated similarity measures are available (see Chap. 10).
Splitting Elongated Clusters
Another test sometimes incorporated in the Isodata algorithm concerns the shapes of clusters in spectral space. Clusters that are elongated can be split in two, if required. Such a decision can be made on the basis of pre-specifying a standard deviation in each spectral band beyond which a cluster should be halved.
Choosing the Initial Cluster Centres
Initialising the k means and Isodata procedures requires specification of the number of clusters and their initial mean positions. In practice the actual or optimum number of clusters to choose will not be known. Therefore it is often chosen conservatively high, having in mind that any spectrally similar clusters that result can be consolidated after the process is completed, or at intervening iterations, if a merging option is available. The choice of the initial locations of the cluster centres is not critical, although it can influence the time it takes to reach a final, acceptable clustering. In some extreme cases it might influence the final set of clusters found. Several procedures are in common practice. In one, the initial cluster centres are chosen uniformly spaced along the multidimensional diagonal of the spectral space. That is a line from the origin to the point corresponding to the maximum brightness value in each spectral component. The choice can be refined if the user has some idea of the actual range of brightness values in each spectral component, say by having previously computed histograms. The cluster centres would then be initialised along a diagonal through the actual multidimensional extremities of the data. An alternative, implemented as an option in the MultiSpec package, 6 is to distribute the initial centres uniformly along the first eigenvector (principal component) of the data. Since most data exhibits a high degree of correlation, the eigenvector approach is essentially a refined version of the first method.
The choice of the initial cluster locations using these methods is reasonable and effective since they are then spread over a region of the spectral space in which many classes occur, particularly for correlated data such as that for soils, rocks, concretes, etc.
Cost of k Means and Isodata Clustering
The need to check every pixel against all cluster centres at each iteration means that the basic k means algorithm can be time consuming to operate, particularly for large data sets. For C clusters and P pixels, P9C distances have to be computed at each iteration, and the smallest found. For N band data, each Euclidean distance calculation will require N multiplications and N additions, ignoring the square root operation, since that need not be carried out. Thus for 20 classes and 10,000 pixels, 100 iterations of k means clustering requires 20 million multiplications per band of data.
Unsupervised Classification
At the completion of clustering, pixels belonging to each cluster are usually given a symbol or colour to indicate that they belong to the same group or spectral class. Based on those symbols, a cluster map can be produced; that is a map corresponding to the image which has been clustered, but in which the pixels are represented by their symbol rather than by the original measurement vector. Sometimes only part of an image is used to generate the clusters, but all pixels can be allocated to one of the clusters through, say, a minimum distance assignment of pixels to clusters.
The availability of a cluster map allows a classification to be made. If some pixels with a given label can be identified with a particular ground cover type (by means of maps, site visits or other forms of reference data) then all pixels with the same label can be assumed to be from that class. Cluster identification is often aided by the spatial patterns evident; elongated features, such as roads and rivers, are usually easily recognisable. This method of image classification, depending as it does on a posteriori 7 recognition of the classes is, as noted earlier, called unsupervised classification since the analyst plays no part in class definition until the computational aspects are complete.
Unsupervised classification can be used as a stand-alone technique, particularly when reliable training data for supervised classification cannot be obtained or is too expensive to acquire. However, it is also of value, as noted earlier, to determine the spectral classes that should be considered in a subsequent supervised approach. This is pursued in detail in Chap. 11. It also forms the basis of the cluster space method for handling high dimensional data sets, treated in Sect. 9.13 below.
An Example of Clustering with the k Means Algorithm
To illustrate the nature of the results produced by the k means algorithm consider the segment of HyMap imagery in Fig. 9 .3a, which shows a highway interchange near the city of Perth in Western Australia. It was recorded in January 2010 and consists of vegetation, roadway pavements, water and bare and semi-bare areas. Figure 9 .3b shows a scatter diagram for the image in which a near infrared channel (29) is plotted against a visible red channel (15). This is a subspace of the five channels used for the clustering, as summarised in Table 9 .1.
The data was clustered using the k means (Isodata) procedure available in MultiSpec. The algorithm was asked to determine six clusters, since a visual inspection of the image showed that to be reasonable. No merging and splitting options were employed, but any clusters with fewer than 125 pixels at the end of the process were eliminated. The results shown in Fig. 9 .3c were generated after 8 iterations. The cluster means are plotted in just two dimensions in Fig. 9 .3d, while Table 9 .2 shows the full five dimensional means which, as a pattern, exhibit the spectral reflectance characteristics of the class names assigned to the clusters. The class labels were able to be found in this exercise both because of the spatial distributions of the clusters and the spectral dependences seen in Table 9 .2.
It is important to realise that the results generated in this example are not unique but depend on the clustering parameters chosen, and the starting number of clusters. In practice the user may need to run the algorithm a number of times to generate a segmentation that matches the needs of a particular analysis. Also, in this simple case, each cluster is associated with a single information class; that is usually not the case in more complex situations.
A Single Pass Clustering Technique
Alternatives to the k means and Isodata algorithms have been proposed and are widely implemented in software packages for remote sensing image analysis. One, which requires only a single pass through the data, is described in the following.
The Single Pass Algorithm
The single pass process was designed originally to be a faster alternative to iterative procedures when the image data was only available in sequential format, such as on a magnetic tape. Nevertheless, the method is still used in some remote sensing image analysis software packages.
A randomly selected set of samples is chosen to generate the clusters, rather than using the full image segment of interest. The samples are arranged into a two dimensional array. The first row of samples is employed to obtain a starting set of cluster centres. This is initiated by adopting the first sample as the centre of the first cluster. If the second sample in the first row is further away from the first sample than a user-specified critical spectral distance then it is used to form another cluster centre. Otherwise the two samples are said to belong to the same cluster and their mean is computed as the new cluster centre. This procedure, which is illustrated in Fig. 9.4 , is applied to all samples in the first row. Once that row has been exhausted the multidimensional standard deviations of the clusters Fig. 9 .3 a Segment of a HyMap image of Perth, Western Australia, b scatterplot of the image in a near infrared-visible red subspace, c k means clustering result, searching for 6 clusters using the channels specified in Table 9 .1, d cluster means in the near infrared-visible red subspace are computed. Each sample in the second and subsequent rows is checked to see to which cluster it is closest. It is assigned to that cluster if it lies within a userprescribed number of standard deviations; the cluster statistics are then recomputed. Otherwise that sample is used to form a new cluster centre (which is assigned a nominal standard deviation), as shown in Fig. 9 .5. In that manner all the samples are clustered, and clusters with less than a prescribed number of pixels are deleted. Should a cluster map be required then the original segment of image data is scanned pixel by pixel and each pixel labelled according to the cluster to which it is closest, on the basis usually of Euclidean distance. Should it be an outlying pixel, in terms of the available cluster centres, it is not labelled.
Advantages and Limitations of the Single Pass Algorithm
Apart from speed, a major advantage of this approach over the iterative Isodata and k means procedures is its ability to create cluster centres as it proceeds. The user does not need to specify the required number of clusters beforehand. However the method has limitations. First, the user has to have a feel for the necessary parameters. The critical distance parameter needs to be specified carefully to enable a satisfactory set of initial cluster centres to be established. In addition, the user has to know how many standard deviations to use when assigning pixels in the second and subsequent lines of samples to existing clusters. With experience, those parameters can be estimated reasonably. Another limitation is the method's dependence on the first line of samples to initiate the clustering. Since it is only a one pass algorithm, and has no feedback checking mechanism by way of iteration, the final set of cluster centres can depend significantly on the character of the first line of samples.
Strip Generation Parameter
Adjacent pixels along a line of image data frequently belong to the same cluster, particularly for images of cultivated regions. A method for enhancing the speed of clustering is to compare a pixel with its predecessor and immediately assign it to the same cluster if it is similar. The similarity measure used can be straightforward, consisting of a check of the brightness difference in each spectral band. The difference allowable for two pixels to be part of the same cluster is called the strip generation parameter.
Variations on the Single Pass Algorithm
The single pass technique has a number of variations. For example, the initial cluster centres can be specified by the analyst as an alternative to using the critical distance parameter in Fig. 9 .4. Also, rather than use a multiplier of standard deviation for assigning pixels from the second and subsequent rows of samples, some algorithms proceed exactly as for the first row, without employing standard deviation. Some algorithms use the L 1 metric of (9.2), rather than Euclidean distance, and some check inter-cluster distances and merge if desired; periodically small clusters can also be eliminated. MultiSpec uses critical distance parameters over the full range, although the user can specify a different critical distance for the second and later rows of samples.
An Example of Clustering with the Single Pass Algorithm
The single pass option available in MultiSpec was applied to the data set of Fig. 9 .3. The critical distances for the first and subsequent rows were chosen as 2,500 and 2,800 respectively. Those numbers are so large because the data we are dealing with is 16 bit (on a scale of 0-65,535) and there are five bands involved. The results are shown in Fig. 9 .6 and Table 9 .3. Several points are important to note. First, the image and map as displayed were rotated 90 degrees clockwise after clustering to bring them to a northsouth orientation from the east-west flight line recorded by the HyMap instrument for this mission. (The same was the case for the data of Fig. 9.3 ). Therefore the line of samples used to generate the original set of cluster centres is that down the right hand side of the image. Secondly, the clusters are different from those in Fig. 9 .3, and a slightly different class naming has been adopted. Again, it was possible to assign information class labels to the clusters because of the mean vector behaviour seen in Table 9 .3, and the spatial distribution of the clusters. In this case, compared with Fig. 9 .3, there are two spectral classes called ''bare.''
Hierarchical Clustering
Another approach that does not require the user to specify the number of classes beforehand is hierarchical clustering. This method produces an output that allows the user to decide on the set of natural groupings into which the data falls. There are two types of hierarchical algorithm. The first commences by assuming that all the pixels individually are distinct clusters; it then systematically merges neighbouring clusters by checking distances between means. That is continued until all pixels have been grouped into one single, large cluster. The approach is known as agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The second method, called divisive hierarchical clustering, starts by assuming all the pixels belong to one large, single cluster, which is progressively subdivided until all pixels form individual clusters. This is a computationally more expensive approach than the agglomerative method and is not considered further here.
Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
In the agglomerative approach a history of the mergings, or fusions, is displayed on a dendrogram. That is a diagram that shows at what distances between centres .6 a Segment of a HyMap image of Perth, Western Australia, b scatterplot of the image in a near infrared-visible red subspace, c Single pass clustering result using the channels specified in Table 9 .1, d cluster means in the near infrared-visible red subspace Fig. 9 .7. It uses the same two dimensional data set as in Fig. 9 .2, but note that the ultimate cluster compositions are slightly different. This demonstrates again that different algorithms can and do produce different cluster results. The fusion dendrogram of a particular hierarchical clustering exercise can be inspected to determine the intrinsic number of clusters or spectral classes in the data. Long vertical sections between fusions in the dendrogram indicate regions of ''stability'' which reflect natural data groupings. In Fig. 9 .7 the longest stretch on the distance scale between fusions corresponds to two clusters in the data. One could conclude therefore that this data falls most naturally into two groups. In the example presented, similarity between clusters was judged on the basis of Euclidean distance. Other similarity measures are sometimes used, as noted below.
Other Clustering Metrics
Clustering metrics other than simple distance measures exist. One derives a within cluster scatter measure by computing the average covariance matrix over all the clusters, and a between cluster scatter measure by looking at how the means of the clusters scatter about the global mean of the data. Those two measures are combined into a single figure of merit 8 based on minimising the within cluster scatter while attempting to maximise the among cluster measure. It can be shown that figures of merit such as these are similar to the sum of squared error criterion.
Similarity metrics can incorporate measures other than spectral likeness. Spatial proximity might be important in some applications as might properties that account for categorical information. For example, clustering crop pixels might be guided by all of spectral measurements, soil type and spatial contiguity.
Other Clustering Techniques
From time to time other clustering algorithms have been applied to remote sensing image data, although with the increasing spectral dimensionality of imagery some have fallen into disuse. If the dimensionality is small-say 3 or 4 data channels, with limited radiometric resolution, clustering by histogram peak selection is viable.
9 That is the multidimensional form of histogram thresholding often used to segment scenes in picture processing. Not unlike histogram peak selection is the technique of mountain clustering. It seeks to define cluster centres as local density maxima in the spectral domain. In its original form the spectral space was overlaid with a grid; the grid intersections were then chosen as sites for evaluating density.
11 More recently, the density maxima have been evaluated at each pixel site rather than at overlaid grid positions. 12 The method, which could be used as a clustering techniques in its own right, or as a process to initialise cluster centres for algorithms such as Isodata, sets up a function, called a mountain function, that measures the local density about each pixel. A typical mountain function for indicating density in the vicinity of pixel x i could be
in which dðx j; x i Þ is the distance from that pixel to another pixel x j; and b is a constant that effectively controls the region of neighbours. Once the largest m x i ð Þ has been found that density maximum is removed or de-emphasised and the next highest density is found, and so on.
Cluster Space Classification
Whereas the high dimensionality of hyperspectral data sets presents a processing challenge to statistical supervised classifiers such as the maximum likelihood rule (see Sect. 8.3.7), clustering and thus unsupervised classification with hyperspectral imagery is less of a problem because there are no parameters to be estimated. As a result, clustering can be used as a convenient bridge to assist in thematic mapping with high dimensional data.
The cluster space technique now to be developed is based first on clustering image data and then using reference data to link clusters with information classes.
13 Importantly, the power of the method rests on the fact that there does not need to be a one-to-one association of clusters (spectral classes) and information classes. That has the benefit of allowing the analyst the flexibility of generating as 11 R.R. Yager and D.P. Filev, Approximate clustering via the mountain method, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man Cybernetics, vol. 24, 1994 , pp. 1279 -1284 S.L. Chiu, Fuzzy model identification based on cluster estimation, J. Intelligent Fuzzy Systems, vol. 2, 1994, pp. 267-278 , and M-S. Yang and K-L Wu, A modified mountain clustering algorithm, Pattern Analysis Applications, vol. 8, 2005, pp. 125-138. 13 See X. Jia and J.A. Richards, Cluster space representation for hyperspectral classification, IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 40, no.3, March 2002, pp. 593-598. This approach is a generalisation of that given by M.D. Fleming, J.S. Berkebile and R.M. Hofer, Computer aided analysis of Landsat-1 MSS data: a comparison of three approaches, including a modified clustering approach, Information Note 072475, Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1979. many clusters as needed to segment the spectral domain appropriately without worrying too much about the precise class meanings of the clusters produced. The significance of that lies in the fact that the spectral domain is rarely naturally composed of discrete groups of pixels; rather it is generally more of the nature of a multidimensional continuum, with a few density maxima that might be associated with spectrally well-defined classes such as water.
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The method starts by assuming that we have clustered the spectral domain as shown in the two dimensional illustration of Fig. 9 .8. Suppose, by the use of reference data, we are able to associate clusters with information classes, as shown by the overlaid boundaries in the figure. An information class can include more than one cluster and some clusters appear in more than one information class.
By counting the pixels in each cluster we can estimate the set of cluster conditional probabilities
in which C is the total number of clusters. For convenience we might assume the clusters are normally distributed so this cluster conditional density function is represented by its mean and covariance, which can be estimated from the relevant pixels if the dimensionality is acceptable. Clustering algorithms such as k means and Isodata tend to generate hyperspherical clusters so we can generally assume a diagonal covariance matrix with identical elements, in which case there are many fewer parameters to estimate. Using reference data (a knowledge of which pixels are class A and which are class B) it is possible to determine the mapping between information classes and clusters. Table 9 .4 demonstrates that, both in terms of the number of pixels and the resulting posterior probabilities pðcjx i Þ derived from a normalisation of the counts. Also shown are the prior probabilities of the clusters.
From (9.6) and (9.7), and using the data in Table 9 .4, we have (using c1 etc. to represent the clusters)
The cluster conditional distribution functions p xjc ð Þ; c 2 fc1; c2; c3; c4g are obtained from the pixels in each cluster and, in this example, have been modelled by spherical Gaussian distributions in which the diagonal covariances for each cluster are assumed to be the same and equal to the average covariance over the four clusters. Equation (9.7) can now be used to label the pixels. Based on the 1,000 pixels of training data used to generate the cluster space model, an overall accuracy of 95.7% is obtained. Using a different testing set of 500 pixels from each class an accuracy of 95.9% is obtained. Clearly, the performance of the method depends on Fig. 9 .9 Two dimensional data set used to illustrate the cluster space technique, and the four cluster centres generated by applying the k means algorithm to the data how effectively the data space is segmented during the clustering step. Table 9 .5 shows how the results depend on the numbers of clusters used.
Bibliography on Clustering and Unsupervised Classification
Cluster analysis is a common tool in many fields that involve large amounts of data. As a result, material on clustering algorithms will be found in the social and physical sciences, and particularly fields such as numerical taxonomy. Because of the enormous amounts of data used in remote sensing, the range of viable techniques is limited so that some treatments contain methods not generally encountered in remote sensing. Standard texts on image processing and remote sensing could be consulted. Perhaps the most comprehensive of these treatments is Some more general treatments are • two initial cluster centres at (2, 3) and (5, 6),
• three initial cluster centres at (1, 1), (3, 3) and (5, 5), and • three initial cluster centres at (2, 1), (4, 2) and (15, 15).
9.3 From a knowledge of how a particular clustering algorithm works it is sometimes possible to infer the multidimensional spectral shapes of the clusters generated. For example, methods that depend entirely on Euclidean distance as a similarity metric would tend to produce hyperspheroidal clusters. Comment on the cluster shapes you would expect to be generated by the migrating means technique based on Euclidean distance and the single pass procedure, also based on Euclidean distance. 9.4 Suppose two different techniques have given two different clusterings of a particular set of data and you wish to assess which of the two segmentations is the better. One approach might be to evaluate the sum of square errors measure treated in Sect. 9.2. Another could be based on covariance matrices. For example it is possible to define an ''among clusters'' covariance matrix that describes how the clusters themselves are scattered about the data space, and an average ''within class'' covariance matrix that describes the average shape and size of the clusters. Let these matrices be called C A and C W respectively. How could they be used together to assess the quality of the two clustering results? (See G.R. Coleman and H.C. Andrews, Image segmentation by clustering, Proc IEEE, vol. 67, 1979, pp. 773-785.) Here you may wish to use measures of the ''size'' of a matrix, such as its trace or determinant (see Appendix C).
9.5 Different clustering methods often produce quite different segmentations of the same set of data, as illustrated in the examples of Figs. 9.3 and 9.6. Yet the results generated for remote sensing applications are generally usable. Why do you think that is the case? (Is it related to the number of clusters generated?) 9.6 The Mahalanobis distance of (8.26) can be used as the similarity metric for a clustering algorithm. Invent a possible clustering technique based on (8.26) and comment on the nature of the clusters generated. 9.7 Do you see value in having a two stage clustering process in which a single pass procedure is used to generate initial clusters and then an iterative technique is used to refine them? 9.8 Recompute the agglomerative hierarchical clustering example of Fig. 9 .7 but use the L 1 distance measure in (9.2) as a similarity metric. 9.9 Consider the two dimensional data shown in Fig. 9 .2 and suppose the three pixels at the upper right form one cluster and the remainder another cluster. Such an assignment might have been generated by some clustering algorithm other than the k means method. Calculate the sum of squared error for this new assignment and compare with the value of 16 found in Fig. 9 .2. 9.10 In the cluster space technique, how is (9.6) modified if there is uniquely only one cluster per information class?
9.15 Problems
